
 

Name It by Thomas Riboulet & Magic Dream

Name It is an incredible card routine in which you will show the audience that all
their choices were predicted from the start. At no time will they expect the final
revelation!

You introduce a deck of cards and your spectator freely chooses 4 cards from the
face up deck. Depending on the characteristics of the selected cards (red/black,
spot or picture etc...), the 4 cards will lead the spectator to a fifth and final card.

Points to remember. All choices are free from the start and the final card will not
necessarily be the same every time you present the trick!

By turning over the chosen cards, a message is formed. The spectators discover
with amazement that you had written the name of the final card on the back with
a marker! Did they really have power over their own choices or did you somehow
manage to influence them? Finally, the last prediction allows a super kicker that
is sure to surprise your audience: the chosen card is the only blue-backed card in
the whole deck!

Name It is a modern, high-impact approach to spelling tricks, with, for once, a
truly magical finale.

Simple to do and requiring almost no memory work, this deck is sure to be added
to your repertoire and will soon become that killer effect that you will always have
on you to impress your audience!

You will receive the deck and the gimmicks necessary for you to perform this
trick, all you will have to do is customize them with your own predictions, your
own language and you will be ready to go.

Highlights:

Easy to do
The chosen card will not always be the same
The spectator has free choices
The specially prepared deck does the work for you
Incredible kicker ending
Reset is done during the routine
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Perfect for beginners as well as workers
Red Bicycle deck of cards included
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